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ABSTRA T 

. 'he problem of Bush-Burning locally, n~tionally, and globally poses a serious 

threat to our s Irvival on the eatth ' urface. 

The theme of this research work is to carefully analyse in precise and coincise 

from causes, impacts of Bush-Burning in Ibeto Community and providing realistic 

and practicable solutions to them. 

The sources of data for this research work include, questionnaires, 

reconnaissance surveys and personal interviews. 

Based on the findings, possibl and practicable solution has been given the 

authority concerned on how to reduce, and / or abolished Bu h-Burning in the area, 
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CHA TERONE 

1.0. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Man's inadvertent of interaction with the environment particularly the study 

area of this thesis (Ibeto) presents an interesting paradox, while there is the need to 

protect the environment, man's ever expanding need for survival as a component of 

the biotic environment have caused over exploitation of the natural resources of the 

e 'ological environment. 

In general, Bush Burning causes land degradation, therefore, degradation is a 

'najor environmental problem that has captured the interest of environmental sc i·..> nt ist 

the world over. This is due to the physiographic, heath and socio-economic problems 

they create. Environmental degradation refers to the process that may act or force the 

condition of a part of the earth surface or it's surrounding atmospher to become 

unpleasant or less useful to man. Speci fic aspects relate to Deforestation, harzard, 

dt.: erti (cation, Drought, Erosion harzard wa~e r and Air Pollution all ,l!'I.~ extreme 

impact of Bush-Burning. 

Over many years Nigeria has experienced Deforestation, Desertification which 

leads to droughts as a result of bush-burning. The countly has witnessed rel ':l tive 

stable rainfall until the middle 1960 when another gradual decline in precipitation was 

noticed. The gradual reduction in precipitation continued till it reached a peak in the 

1972173 period. 

1.2. STUDY A EA 

The study area is Ibeto, it is a town aboUl 30kJ)1 west of Kontagora along 

Sokoto Road, Ibeto is in Magama Local Government Area, with a population of 

about 30-40,000 covering an area of 6kJn2
• 
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1.2.1. VEGETATION 

Ibeto lies within the guinea-tropical sa nna, woodland/deciduous forest 

consisting of Orchard bush. The vegetation is believed to have been derived from 

forest thrugh prolonged cultivation and annllal burning. 

Major vegetation covers types are trees shrubs J.nd grasses. Some of the trees 

includes, Locust bees, shea butter and baoba trees. They form covers and attain 

heights of about 8-1 Omtrs the grasses are mostly in the class of Rhizons, which have 

long root that enable them survive drought conditions, dry seasons and during the 

wet seasons, the grasses spot and grow rapid ly especially the elephant grasses which 

grows 1-3 or 5 meters . 

1.3 PR03LEM STATEl\1ENT 

Thn study area Ibeto, biotic resources are being threatened by the f llowing 

main problems namely, Deforest tion, Desertification. and Drought , ffOsion and 

Poll utioll c, and L05~ of Gio-Di versity. 

Bush-Burning is a major global environmental problem and can be defined as 

the indisciminate burning of grasses/shrubs or forestland either naturally or man

made which causes a lot of damages to the man an~ his environments. In Ibeto, bush

burning has brought in it's wake a host of other environmental problems such as 

pollutions accelerated soil erosion, declining soil fertility, Loss ofbio-deversity, loss 

of agricultural land, and inability of these forest t regulate the village's climate by 

absorbing carbon dioxide and returning water to the atmosphere through transpiration. 

From the foregoing, there is the need for drast :·; measures to be taken to 

address the problems of bush-burning in Ibeto Village so that the natural resources in 

the environment can be harnessed for a sustainable development. 
\ 
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1.4 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The aims and objectives of the projects are 

a. To analysis and assess critically the causes and effects of bush-burning 

on man and his environments. 

b. To proffer adequate solution to bUs[1-burning so that the natural resources 

in the study area can be harnessed to floral sound environmental 

management and a sustainable development. 

c. To create awareness among the villages and alert Niger State Government 

on the inherent dangers of bush-burning to man and his environment. 

d. To suggest guidelines for improved environmental aesthetics and 

preservation of areas of unique natural beauty and scenery for historical 

and scientific interest. 

1.5. JlJSTIFICATION 

Biological resources are renewable reso~rces, but they are being ';ploited at 

he rate that exceeded their sustainable yield in the study area (Ibeto) 

Bush-Burning has greatly contributed to\vards defor stat ion which leads to 

unsustainable logging and fuel-wood collections, burning of telecommunications cables 

both over heads and undergrounds types, and as well as the electricity cables and 

wooden poles types in tl e area. 

Due to the other environmental problems created by the bush-burning in Ibeto, 

it therefore becomes imperative to critically an~lyses the causes and proffer adequate 

solution or remedies to this globally acclaimed environmental problem. 

Therefore, this project from proffering adequnte solutions to bush-burning, 

will also provide guidelines for the Local Government and State Government as well 

to maint. in their scenery natural landscape, cons rvation for the natural environment 

for the future and present generations. 
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1.6. -iCOPE AND LIMITATION 

The scope of this project is limited to Ibeto village, though intervene was 

drawn from the project about en\' ironmental hazards within the same geo-environmental 

area, the death or unavailability of data maps affected the gathering of materials and 

data for this project and therefore prevented the spatial extension of this research 

effort. 

Infact there is no available map demarcatirg Ibeto town itself. Only physical 

natural feature such as rivers, hill and streams dermacate the town. 



CHAPTER T\VO 

2.0. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. BUSH-BURNING 

Bush-burning or Bush fires as it's globally called and known is an environmental 

degradation. Environmental degradation has various courses, which could be broadly 

grouped in to natural causes and man-made causes, some of natural causes incl ude 

volcanic eruptions, lands slide, earthquLke and change in atmospheric circulation. 

The man-made causes include, over cropping \\ hich gives rise to infertility of the 

soil, misuse of water and soil resources giving rise to high salinity status of both soil 

and water, release of the solid, liquid and gasehus wastes leading to pollution of the 

atmosphere surface and beneath (Abdul Kadir 1993), 

However, discllss ion will however be restricted to the kind of environmental 

degr3dation that mostly encourages, deforestation dcsertificacion, drougl1t, erosion, 

and pollution whi ch is as result of bush-burning. I beto in particular. 

Scientist like Warren (1984) has attributed land degradation to man-made induced 

climatic effects, sometimes known as the "Charney" efD cts after one of the 

meteorologist who investigated it in the contekt of Sahara, Simply but, the charney 
--

effects begins when there is gradual depletion of vegetation cover, due to bad land 

management practices like bush-burning. Loss of vegetation covers brings about an 

increase in albedo (i.e. the amount of sun's energy reflected by the ealih's surface. 

Moreover, from time immemorial, scientists, scholars and academicians, of 

high repute have been making scienti fic and theoretic-al statement concerning the 

interactions of man with the environment, J-Iuman History is said to be "Largely 
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written in terms of the struggle between man and nature over term's existence' (Barkley 

and Seekler 1972) Acc rding to Ehrlichetal, fosters human well-being directly, a 

r ducible but not removable burden \..[ environmental destruction by the technology 

undermines well being. This negative burden includes, direct effect of technology 

accident and effluents human life and health. 

\ 
Also in the words of Ehrlich, et.all (1977) "Humanity shares the physical vehicle 

of earth with an enormous diversity ofother living things, plants animals and micro

organisms" which constitute a li\'ing web (biological commodity) incased in a finitc 

physical environment (abiotic elemcnts) To survive, members of this living web including 

man must intract with one another and also with the physical (abiotic) elements and 

thus creating a State of interdepend~nce . 

This-day (06/03/2000) reported that the Depar1ment of Meteorological services 

of Federal MinistI)! of Aviation in collaboration with the Nigerian rvie teorological 
\ 

oei",ty (NMS) are not ltlcking behind in advising thc Government on the impact of 

bush-burning tlnd other em'ironmcnltl l problems in the new millcnnium, 2000. I\t their 

conference with the theme "Climate and Sustainable development in the next millennium 

they urged the Federal Government to strengthen it's capability and increase 

collaboration with the rele :mt institutions in the environmental monitoring. They equally 

called for the application of agro-meteorological knowledge which is increasingly 

being required to ensure sustainable agricultural development for food security and 

poverty alleviation. 

\ 
The conference also recognised the need for a National Climate Committee as 

directed by United Nations whose objective of the committee is to develop a national 

climate programme. The confe rence u!'ged the government fo provide adequate funds, 

necessary legal frame work to the urgency fo r effective implementation of programme 

and projects needed for carrying out the nation's objectives of weather forecasting 



and predictions for public awareness campaign on the impact of climate change and 

environmental degradations such as bush~burni ng which may leads to many dangerous 

effects. 

The Nigerian Conservation foundation which pioneered national awareness in 

Nigeria on conservation, preservation on our natural resources and endanger species 

has played a major role in creating awareness on dangers of deforestation to Nigerians 

and the environments. According to NCF Official letter (Vol. 1 No. 1 1999) many 

seminars essay competitions were organised for them to practice the spirit of 

conservations. 

2.1. BUSH-BURNING GLOBALLY 

Forest, covers almost t 14 of the earth 's land surface but research has shO\ved 

that they contain virtually all li ving things on land. More than halfofall the flora and 

fau na on earth is known to exist in tropical forest presently, the grcates r~tcs of 

burning are most ly occurring Oil the wood land SJVi:.II1na and tropical regic l1s are 

shrinking at alarming rates, of because of bush ~ burning, for instance the bush fires in 

Australia. \ 

Human beings have cleared forests througL:out history. A few thousand years 

ago, rainforc ts once covered most of central Europe, but during the 11 th cC!ltury a 

major phase of bush burning which began within 200 years almost clearesd most of 

the forest in in Europe. Similarly in the North America, before the C lonist arrived 

forest occupied some 170 million hectares between missisipi and Atlantic seaboard 

and today only about 10 million hectres remain. Also in a study, the food and 

Agric ltural Organization of United Nations (FAO) published in October 1982, the 

most through to date and involving satel1ite and aerial photograph reconnaissance in 

88 countries, it was estimated that the rain fordts are di sappearing gradually. 
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The annual rate of destruction is running at 25% more than a decade ago, half 

of which is taking place in Africa. 

In tropics, generally ten (10) trees are bee~ burnt for everyone (1) planted in 

Africa this rate is twenty nine (29) to one (I) about a decade ago, Ethiopia had a 30% 

forest today it is less than 1%. 

From 1974-1994 it was estimated that 1,600 million people will be added to the 

worlds population, while about 960 million will be added within 1990-2000 (NN 8/3/ 

2000) this, while there is a mas ive decline in resources and worlds popUlation. These 

rich and complex ecosyskms will be gone before long, depriving us of a wealth of 

diversity and the potential use of many of their unique biological compounds often of 

great medical value. 

2.2. BUSH-BURNING IN NIGERIA 

The area or the republic of Nigeria is 913,072,645qkm, It's greatest length 

from cast to \Ve t is over I, 120km and North to South i ~ 1,040km. 

Nigeria's environment is the major sources of raw materials for our industrial 

and Agricultural sectors. It is also responsible for absorbing the negative production 

externalities from these sectors and services, various other functions, which support 

life in the atmosphere, bio-diversity, health, amenities and transportation. 

The critical problems is that in most instanbes, the environment is assumed to 

be available at no cost with unlimited absorptive capacity and therefore can be degraded 

to a very large extent without causing serious threats to it. 

The Nigerian Environment is passing through difficult periods. Our natural 

environment is being degraded to unsustainable levels. For instances, bush-burning 

for expansion of our agricultural land causes problems of soil erosion, forest depletion, 

extinction of natural habitats of many of our wildl ife species and soil. 
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In Nigeria, oLl r rc ~, ou rce s exploitation to improve our we lfare have al 0 

exacerbate the nations environmental problems such as bush-burning. In fact the twin 

problem of satisfYing our environmental resources and using our resources to satisfY 

the need of other countries is mostly responsible for a number of environmental 

problems such as deforestation, desertification, bioI -; ical diversity loss, unsustainable 

agriculture, pollution etc. 

It is believed that nearly 40% of Nigeria was originally clad with tropical 

deciduous forest while the remaining (Northern Part) were tropical woodland. It is 

worth mentioning that Sahel and Savanna did not exi st a century _Igo. loeb )', onl y 

10% of the rainforest are left in reserves and on in accessible high lands, the rest of 

the original fore st zone hm ing been deduced to a patch work of farm lands due to 

problems of bush-burning. 

Bl SH-BURNING I IBETO 

Ibeto is one of the rural towns in M' gama LC'~a l Government Area of Niger 

State. It is a di strict Headquarters of Ibeto D i s t ~ic t s , under Kontagora Emirate. It has 

a population of about 30-4000 based on 1993 census, having a land mass of 6km2• 

Bush-burning, has becomes a long time altitudes of the settlers which for a 

long periods been causing so many dangers to the commodity such as Agricultural 

and other landed properties destructions and other animal destructions. Ibeto lies 

within guinea tropical woodland which consist of orchard bush and woodland with 

trees of about 10-15mtrs in height. Report indicated that Yawurawas and Hausal 

Fulanis and Kambaris arelhe original settlers of the village, used the area for farming, 

hunting and lumbering of firewood for domes~c purposes. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 R'~SEARCH METHODOLO' Y AND 'DATA ANALYSIS 

This chapter describes the Design of study, sources of Data and methods of 

data analysis. 

3.0. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 DESIGN OF STUDY 

As stated earli er, this research works is designed to find-out the causes, impact 

of bush-burning in Ibeto and proffe r adequate and practicable solution to so lve thi s 

environmental problem. 

..., ? 

.,)._. SOURCES OF DATA 

Due to dynamic and in tricate nature of Bush-Burning coupled with time 

constraints, the following mcth ds \\'as used to obta in necessary data for this research 

work: 

I. Administration ofQucstionnairc 

11. Reconnaissance Surveys 

lll. Personal Interviews. 

All the above sources of data gave me \the necessary insight and ample 

opportunity to gather adequate and necessary information needed fo r this project. 

3.2.1 ADMINISTRATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

The Questionnaire was designed for all citizens living in Ibeto Commodity 

particularly the stake holders which include fanners, civil-servants, the villagers. For 

the Questions asked, a number of response options was supplied which have direct 

and indirect bearing on the causes of Bush-burning. But note that most of the Questions 

were translated into Hausa Language for a proper and quicker comprehension due to 

the high deg~ee of illiteracy. Stratified sampling technique was usually used in 

administration of the questionnain. . 
\ 
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3.2.2. RECONNAISSANC E SURVEYS. 

The reconnaissance surveys entai ls the physical observation and assessment 

of man's physical activities on the environment e.g. Agricultural Cultivation activities. 

It usually involves watching, evaluating the ~xten t of bush burning and carrying - out 

an inventory of the damage done to the nvirof'\ment. 

A part from giving me the first hand information, the reconnaissance surveys 

also provides an ample opportunity to know the problems created by bush-burning. 

3.2.3 PERSONA.L INTERVIEW 

All the stake holders paI1icuiarly the farmers were personally interviewed about 

all the pertinent problems concern ing this study. Inquisitive and well-informed questions 

were asked to allow for a detailed infomlation from the targeted group. This gi\ es 

intensive explanation on the causes of bush-burning in Ibeto. 

3.3 . PRESENTATION AND DATA ANA LYSIS 

I laving carri~d-out the ncccesary research to acquire the required data. it 

becomes expedi t:nt at this stage to present, ana lyses and interpret the data and 

information. This data analyses \Va based on frequency percentage method where 

tabulations, graphs and other statistical data were used to enhance the method. This 

method of analysis was chosen by me to ensure simplicity, reliability, easy understanding 

and to allow for retentive ease of presentation and interpretation. 

Fifty (50) questionnaires were randomly distributed to relevant people in the 
\ 

village using a stratified sample teclmique. The questionnaire were administered directly 

to them and after some days about thirty five (35) duly completed questionnaire were 

returned. 
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Table 3.1. QUESTI .. NNAIRES DISTRIBUTION AND R JSPONSE 

COLLECT ON 

Category of People Nwnber Distribution Percentage (%) Nun. her Percentage (%) 
Returned 

Fanners 20 40 15 35 

Civil Servants 30 60 25 55 

Source: Survey Data 2002 

From the above, 40% of the questionnaire "vas issued to farmers and 15 was 
\ 

returned and also 30 qucstionnair ') was issued to civil servant and 20 were both 

returned duly completed. 

DO YOU ENGAGE YOURSELF IN ANY AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITY? 

This is to know the numbered and percentage of people who are engage in any 

agricultural activity and to show the impacts of bush-burning in Ibe o. 

T .. lblc: 3.2. ENGAGEMENT IN ANY AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITY 

Options (Agric) frequency 
\ 

Percentage (%) 

Yes 60 73 

No 22 27 

Total 82 100 __ I 

Sources: Survey 2002 

From the above table, 73% of the respondents engaged themselves in agricultural 

activities. Some as full time farmers while the others do it as part-time to support their 

salaries. The engagement of this percentage (73o/t}) surely has negative impact on the 

forest lands in Ibeto. 
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" 

;~ 

I' WHAT CLEARING METH OD DO YOU USE. 

This is to show on induc d the percentage of soi ls disturbance and extent of 

farmland clear din Ibeto. 

Table: 3.3. TYPES OF CLE ARING M'ETHODS ADOPTED. 

Options (Clearing metho d) Frequency Percentage (%) 

Bush-burning 60 75 

Manual 25 

Total 82 

Sources: Survey Data 2 002 . 

From the above 75% ofr cspondcnt use bush burning system in clearing their 

d is devastating because it can lead to iner ase in soil 

\'ing direct bearing on the existing vcgetatiunal covers 

land. The impac t of their on Ian 

infertility, ErosIOn and thereby ha 

in the study area. 

HOW MANY HECTARES 0 F LAND DO YOU CULTIVATE OR PUT INTO 

USE. 

This becomes necessary in order to have an in-dep knowledge on the rate 

eto. and extent of bush-burning in Ib 
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Table 3.4. HECTARES OF LAND 

·)ptions (Amo l ' t orlan) Frequency ercentage (%) 

< 5 her'ares 12 15 

>5<10 hectares 10 12 

> 10<3 0 hectares 60 \ 73 

Total 82 100 

Sources: Survey Data 2002. 

From the above, 73% of respondents cultivated more than ten hectares of land 

les then thirty hcctares of land. This cultivation of forestland from the above table 

clearly attests t the rate of bush-burning in Ibcto through cultivation of forcst I1nd . 

\ 
The ::;ource . :md do 1e ~ tic use of energy at home is one th('e ba~Jic La Ises of 

burning in lbe~o as <-cell in the analysis oftht: t ~blc bclow:-

Table 3.5. SOURCES OF EI ERGY AT HOME 

Options ( our es) frequene. Percentage (%) 

Gas 0 0 
fuel wood 80 95 .-
Kerosine 2 2 

Electricity 0 \ 0 

Total 82 100 

Sources: Survey Data 2002. 

From the above table, 98% of respondents make use .ji" fuel -wood as their 

source of energy after bush-burning for their domestic use. 0 respondent or 0% 
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, 
makes usc of ga 2 respondents or 2% of the respondents u e kerosine whiles . % 

respondcl:ts representing make LIse of electricity. 

From the above analysis, it is very glaring that the urge for fuel wood is one of 

the major cause of bush burning. 

AWARENESS CAMPAIGN AGAINST BUSH-BURNING 

A well fonnulated campaign against bush-burning in Ibeto will surely discourage 

people from indiscriminate bu rn ing of bushes. 

Table 3.6. A AWARENESS CAMPAIGN AGAINST BUSH-BURNING 

Options (Awtm;ness) Frequency Pcrccn:agc (%) Degree 

Yes 10 12 44° 

No 25 88 31G{I 

Towl :15 lOa 360f
_) _ I 

Sources: Survey Data 2002. 

From the above survey data 88% of the returned questionnaires are not aware 

of the current local, natural, and global campaign against bush-burning while only 

12% are aware. 

A good formulated, implemented policy and campaign against bush-burning is 

one of the anti-dotes necessary to solve proble~ of bush-burning in Tbeto. 

AWARENESS OF NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF BUSH-BURNING. 

The creating of necessary awar ess will be a great weapons and means of 

fighting bush-burning in Ibeto Community. 
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Table 3.7. A WARENES 1',. ·:CATIVE CON EQUENCES OF BUSH

BUR ING 

Options (Awareness) Frequency Percentage (%) Degree 

Yes 5 11 400 

No 30 89 3200 

Total 35 100 3600 

Sources: Survey Data 2002. 

From the table, 30% respondents representing 89% are not aware of any negati ve 

consequences while 5 or II % are av·.'arc. 

From the foregoing, it can be concluded that many people are not aware of the 

negative consequence of Bush-Burning hence the need for awareness programmes to 

tnlighlen and educate the people. 

BURl'"ING OF VEG ETATION COVER 

\ 
This practice of burning ve~ ·: tation cover is very common in Ibeto and the 

consequences have been devastating on agri cultural products. Infact it is the fastest 

rate of soil degradation. 

Table 3.8. BURNING OF VEGETATIONAL COVER 

Options (Burning) Frequency Percentage %) ! 

Yes 30 76 

No 5 24 

Total 35 \ 100 
-

Sources: Survey Data 2002 
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From the table above. 30 re :punclents 76% burnt the vegetational cover while 

5 respondents representing 24% do not burn vegetational cover. This burning of 

vegetational covers also contribute to deforestation, desertification and leads to 

Droughts. 

\ 

KEY 

1-:::1 Not av are of campaign against 

bush burning 

[2jAware of campaign against 

bush burning 

Fig.3 .l. Illustration showing the degree of awareness against bush-burning, 

using pie chart 

Fig 3.2. Illustration 

KEY 

~~I Not aware ofncgative 

consequence 

I~ I Aware of negative consequence 

of burning burny 

aga inst the negative 

consequences of bush-burning us ing pie chal1. 
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Fig3.3 

Illustration on di ff~rent sources of energy using histogram. 

\ . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0. CAU .ES OF BUSH- URNING. 

Bush-buming:- is the indiscriminate or intentional and or natural or man-made 

putting catching of fire on the vegetational cover of earth surface. Therefore are lot of 

causes ofBurning-buming on the earth surface which could be seen below. 

4.1.1 POPU ·.lATION PRESSURE AND URBANIZATION 

Based on the findings and analysis in chapter three, the causes of bush-burning 

in Ibeto is population pressurc, provision of fuel-wood (fire wood) urbanization and 

general bu h burning itself. The population pres~ure on land is as a resu lt of increasing 

demand fo r food, wood fibre, fue\. cultivable and pastoral land . hunting for meat 

be a se not all the 'nembcrs of the community can afford to go n arket and buy meat 

as well as housing Ilceds -This has eq ually endangered the life of 'ertain species and 

surv ival ofsollle eCO'lypes in the town. 

The impact on the community of accelerated population growth normally result 

in desperate need for extra amenities including schools, housing and other things 

necessary to sustain lives. 

4.0.2. REFUSE DUMPS/SUNCKED MATERIALS. 

Ibeto Community do not have refuse dumps, of a modem society, therefore 

refuse are dumps any where within or outside their houses, And most of this refuse 

contains ashes of fire which would carelessly be thrown away into the ne rly grasses 

and within no short time fire m~.ly engulf without the knOWledge of the person wh 

dump it. 
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In Ibeto Comrilunity there use to be an annual fire plays festivals populr ly 

known as "WAWWO" and normally takes place during the dry season. This also 

c .. ntributes to bush burning. Another factor on the causes of bu~h-burning is the 

local hunting, which is locally or popularly known as "FARAUTA". This type of 

Local hunting is by way of putting fire on the vegetation cover where animals would 

get scattered and so that they can easi ly be caught. 
\ 

4.0.3. SURFACE TANKS OIL SELLERS 

Surface tank oil se llers, started operating sometimes in the nineties (90s) when 

Nigeria as a nation stated experiencing shortage of fuel (pms) when few individuals 

started di\ erting the products outs ide filling station to what is call ed black marketers. 

In the process of off loading, some quantities of Petrol must be dropped on the 

ground. The market usually operates outside the town where if fire catches, it easily 

sp ·cads . 

4.004. VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS 

A volcano is a hole in the earth crust through which are ejected hot rocks, 

ashes, lava, steam, mud and various gasses. Such holes occurs where there is a 

thinness or weakness in the earth crust. The materials which are ejected, falling around 

the hole or creater, gradually build-up a mountain that is roughly conical in shape and 

has a creiter at the top. (Fig 4.0.4) Good examples of such mountains are foji Yama in 

Jap n, vasavious in Italy and Chimborazo in the andes. Tall or more or less conical, 

volcanic mountains are composed mainly of ashe with a central plug oflava filling the 

vent, when such volcano have long been extinct the soft ash may be removed by 

erosion, leaving much of the relatively hard lava plug as an i olated volcanic crag, 

volcanic mountains consisting mainly of lava tend to be dome shaped rather than 

conical. 
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' "I .• 

Volcanoes are said to be "active" when eruptions occur frequently, "dO: .. .. !lZ:;-lt" 
.:;: 

when no eruptions has occurred over long period of time/years. and "extinct" '..\"~ ien 

no cruptions has occurrcd during the hi storic time. 

Note that volcanic erulation is only mentioned here for acadcmic consuLi~'_: on 

and for this thesis not that it has actually occurred in Ibcto even once. 
I 

-------.--- --~ 

--e~l-fi ' .t/{ --e~ttST--·-==-
-- ~J.W--r= - ' .j __ I 
------- -... . ----- J - A= Section of a Volcano 

KEY 

b _____________ --==: eP -----.. -__ 
- -'- -----_ ..... --....... _- ---+-

INPACTS OF BUSH-BURNING 

A= Accumulation Volcanic Mater i~l 

B= Secondary lines of lava flow 

C= Minor vents or crater 

The environment is subject to Natural and man-made chang'es. In this eonbxt, 

we are.con<1~rned with man-induced changes which refers to the actions and inactions 
. I; , ,. 

of man that' causes environmental effects whi~h may be positive and negative from 

the point of view of desirability. Distinction is made between the terms "effects and 

impacts" A man induced change is often called an effect while the harmful and ,I or 

beneficial consequence are called "impacts" Another convention is use the term impacts 

to denote only harmful effects. (Munn, R.E., 1979 P.}" 
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In this context we are therefore concerned with the im act of bush burning on 

the envi ronments and the followings are the impacts. 

4.0.1. DESERTIFI , ATION: 

Deserts are regions where there is too little rain for most forms oflife. Without 

adequate rain plant cannot grow properly and hence do not provide enough food for 

animals. Large pa11s of the central and northem Sahara are virtually rainless as in 

much of Atacama Deser1 ofChle as well as a few regions on other continents. These 

rainless areas are true deserts, occupied by dry rock surface or expanses of shi fting 

sand. 

More extensive that the desr1s themselve1 are the wide areas of semi-desert 

scrub avannahs and dry deserts that surrounds them. These semi-arid or sub-humid 

areas normally exp r ience a short rainy season marked by a few ton eIlt i11 rainstorm~ 

every year, during and after whieh the local ecosystem \",ork furiou sly to aehie\'" thci 

years quota ofne\\' tissues (biomass). 

Desertification simply mean diminution or destruction of the biologically potential 

of the land. This means the intensi fication or extension of desert conditions leading to 

reduced biological productivity with consequent reduction in plant biomass in the 

lands, carrying capacity for livestock in crop yield alfd human well being. Desertification 

is the improverishment of arid and semi-arid and some sub-humid ecosystems by the 

impact of mans activity. Dese11ification results from interactive processes of drought 

and man. 

Dese11ification therefore is a general name goven to tne processes whereby 

ecosystems loose the capacity ofr~vive or to repair themselves. 
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organogram Compone arms of desertification . 

CA USES OF DESE RTIFJCATION: 

The actions peop 

are inappropriate in the 

These include overgraz 

OVERGRAZING: 

Ie take that cause desertification are methods oflanduse which 

sense that th~y apparently lead to environmental degradation. 

ing, overcultivation, deforestation. etc. 

Livestock-based livelihood are an impdrtant component in both subsistence 

mi . activities in dry lands. Traditi nal pastoral nomad systems 

nt in nOl1hel!l Africa, some parts of SOllnhern A rh. a, Arabia 

ousands of year. Plant Community is destroyed by animals. 

and commercial econo 

have been very importa 

and Central Asia for th 



Plant disturbance ofroot systems by scuffing and compaction ofthe surface, reducing 

rainfall infiltration all contribute to damage. Degra'dati <. n has especially been · "garded 

as ensuring from situations where herd sizes are allow to increase in an almost 

uncontrolled and irresponsible manner. Rising livestock numbers in dryland grazing 

system have particularly been seen to lead to desertification. 

OVERCULTIVATION: 

Some authorities believe that overcultivation is one of the principal cause of 

dryland degradation. Such degradation has led to declining yields of staple food 

crops, especially in sub-Sahara Africa and some South American Countries. Over 

cultivation is a consequence of changes in the application of traditi onal dryland ra in fe d 

agricultural methods and the introduction of in appropriate methods developed in 

other environments. 

Several attri bLHes of culti vation are seen to create problems. Shoner fall w 

periods lead to nu trien t depleti on which is a serious problems in African dry lands. 

This lowers the potential for production and reduced yields result. Soil erosion by 

wind and water may result from weaker soil structure but more significant in this 

respect may be the growth of mechanised agriculture with its attendant large fields 

and the ability to deep plough, further damaging soil structure. 

DEFORESTATION: 

Clearing forest and woodland to create agricultural and pasture land has been a 

human activity since time immemorial. The scale of clearance has increased as modem 

agricultural methods have been implemented, both for mechanised ploughing where 

large fields are most cost effective and for application ofirrigatiol1 schemes. 
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Naturally-forested upl and arcas are particularly susceptible to water erosion 

fall wing clearance. Deforestation for fuel wood, agriculture, industry and homecraft 

to an extent is increasing at an alarming rate and this is causing serious land degradation. 

u ~ BAN AND INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES: 
i 

Waste disposal and pollution from industrial activities are not major causes of 

land degradation but they can take on local significance for exampl in the Middle East 

and in the oil producing states of Central Asia. Urbanization has been a major feature 

since World \Var II an I' is likely to continue. The physical expansion of built land 

reduces or totally removes the biological production of the land and is therefore 

strictly a desertification process. 

The indirect effects of growing urban population on demand for fo .·)d and fuel 

a1' \ 'ery signi tlcant f atures in rurallanduse changes and processes. Thi has contributed 

to the ne d for pra ti es Stich as irrigation. notab le in the dry land of the USA, 

Maxico, Egypt and If1di an sub-continent but also increasing in Africa. 

EFFECTS OF DESERTIFICATION: 

There is a drastic reduction in the fraction of soil covered by vegetation. As a 

result oflarge expanses of bare soil, there is a consequent rise in the reflective capacity 

(albedo) of the surface for solar radiation. This in turn lead to climate change. There 

is a consid.erably and often permanent loss of perennial plan· s, especially woody 
\ 

shrubs and trees. Soil erosion and impoverishment are wide spread, because of 

removal by wind of mineral and organic material and because of rapid oxidation of 

remaining litter and soil carbon. Gully and sheet erosion of soils by occasional heavy 

rainfalls tends to accumulate the eroded materials on valley floors or in basins. 

Consequently agricultural lands are tost. Other accompanying consequences are famine 

and hunger, loss of animals and humans by death, shift in population (migrations). 



lnad quate water upply lowering of water table and conflict over grazing farmlands. 

CONTROL F DESERTI'~'ICATION: 

Climate variati 1 cannot yet be predicated with any certainty but knowledge of 

climatic processes help combat desertification. Long tenn proper monitoring of climate 

and of associated hydrological and ecological processes is absolutely central to the 

battle to restrict desertification. Satellite observations should be employed because it 

allows continuous monitoring of various cl imati ~ elements that have hither to been 

hard to observe e.g. cloudiness. 

Landuse control is the key to improving climates and to minimizing the effects 

of desertification (this include afforestation, controlled grazing, control led tree falling! 

deforestation, legislation or controlled (against) bush burning, controlled use of wood 

as fuel). Surface micro-climates are adversely affected by desertificati · n. 

Environmental education is essential. All countries in the arid zorle should provide 

ad\·isory and technical services that make use of\ histori al and current information 

about weather and climate. Extensive research is needed into microclimatological 

relations and vegetational changes. 

It is necessary to warn against suggested remedies, flooding of land desert 

basins, for example is not likely to increase regional rainfall. Tree planting, although 

often beneficial to the soil and nearby cropped areas will not significantly alter the 

microclimate. 

4.1.1. DEFORESTATION 

The role of deforestation in global environmental dynamics is gaining increasing 

attention at all levels ranging from some village community in developing countries to 
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international summits in Developments nations. The extension of the Da a base on the 

s ale and the ratio of deforestation in recent years has evoked and serves concern 

from the world public to extent threat therJ is now a growing perception that 

deforestation is one of the most pressing contemporary environmental problem. The 

United National Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) identified 

deforestation as one of the three specific topics (the other two being bio-diversity 

and climate change) in 1992 conference. Practical measures were taken at the 

international Monetary Fund, \Vorld Bank Development Committee, meeting in 1989, 

where it was suggested that a global fund be provided to encourage developing 

countries to undertakes environml;.!ntal protection & activities. This created or resulted 

in the creation of the global environmental Bio-diversity among others GEF" has for 

instance provided 1 0 million US Dollars (US$ 100M) to the Congo tropical fore st 

reservation project in the effort to protect the global commons. 

Deforestation is the indiscriminale felling ,1' trees t r vanto:) exploitation or 

cIe 'ance of the forest in a particular ge'JgraiJhic ~ 1 location without any effort to 

rep.ace it. 

CAUSES OF DEFORESTATION: 

Deforestation is caused by human and \natural factors. The most import ... nt 

human causes are population pressure, cultivation of crops, provision of fuel wood 

and charcoal, timber harvesting and bush fires. Natural factors include strong winds 

e.g. hurricane, bush fires from lightening and drought. 

POPULATION PRESSURE: 

Is the most important factors ;.;ausing large scale deforestation in West Africa. 

Most other main causes are either directly or indirectly linked to populatkm pressure. 

One of the characteristics of almost all Developed Countries is that of a high population 

growth. \ 
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LAND CLEARANCE FOR CULTIVATION: 

Of great importance in the deforestation process is the large scale clearance of 

land for cultivation due mainly to increasing population. The level of disturbance 

associated with such landuse can be either intermediate or high. The traditional bush 

fallow cultivation system of West Africa is charac~erised by the annual cycle of forest 

clearance, to forest , the lenght of the fallow (nowadays) being mainly determined by 

land availability and population pressure. 

I'ROVISION OF FUEL\VOOD Al\D CHARCOAL: 

The demand for domestic fuel is another facto r accelerating deforestation . In 

West Africa for example, firewood and charcoal are the main sources of energy for 

domestic purpose. Some tree species are particularly important du to the heat ing 

eftici ncy of their wood. The most important artt vitex donia na prosipi s Africnni.\, 

Bombax costatum, Borassu3 asthiopium. 

The low income levels of the local people preclude the large scale use of 

conventional fonns of energy used in the Developed Nationas. As population increases, 

more energy is needed for domestic purposes such as cooking food, baking bread, 

heating water and ironing clothes. The bulk of this energy is derived from forest 

products in the of either wood or charcoal. A rise in population therefore should, 

within the constraints oflimited use offossil fuel, lead to gre ter demand for firewood 

and charcoal and corresponding increase pressurf! on forests. 

TIMBER:- Timber trade is another important factor causing deforestation in West 

Africa, Although its importance is rapidly declining in most West African Countries. 

BUSH FJRE:- Forest degradation by bush fire must be included in any discussion of 

forest destruction in West Africa. Some of the fires are started accidentally but others 
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\ 
. ,. re started deliberat ly. Thickest forests, woodl ')nds with understory grasses near 

main roads and fo t . paths are most prone to accidental fire than other vegetation 

types. Fires may be set to a patch ofland to manipulate the vegetation, for example to 

try to eliminate weeds from pastures as is sometimes done in Nigeri a. 

MINOR CA USES: Some trees have medicinal properties . Extracts are made from 

the leaves branches, barks and roots and depending on the type of medicine and 

intensity of extraction, this may cause trees to die. Other minor c"uses are settlement 

and urbanization, construction of roads, buildings etc. grazing and mining. 
\ 

EFFECTS OF DEFORESTATION: 

The possible con equences of deforestation are invalid. These are loss of 

species and biodiversity, increase in atmospheric carbondi ox ide (Co2) (with the 

subsequent ri st: in global temperatures) regional decrease in rainfall, increased soi l 

erojon and decline in soil fertility. Other effects include desert.ification, lowering or 

water table. distortion due to exposed soil. All together, the commulative ffeet is one 

of increased poverty. To these might be added regulation of nutrient cycle and increased 
\ 

sediment load of rivers and the consequent alteration of fluvial competence and 

capacity. 

METHODS OF PREVENTION: 

Afforestation 

Reaforestation 

plant of more trees 

hit one. plant three. 

Immediate replenishment. 

Creation of forest reserves. 

Improved farming methods. 

Selective cutting down, offul l grown tre~s to give room for replenishment. 

Through legislation 

Education (enl ightenment campaign). 
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4.1.3. DROUGHT 

Drought is a periodic reduction in moisture availability below average conditions. 

r simply defined as the non-availability of adequate amount of water for man, 
\ 

animals and plants. Drought severity depends on the degr 'e of moisture deficiency, 

the duration and (to a lesser extent) tl ·,' size of the affect area. The definition of 

drought varies from one discipline to another. 

TYPF:S OF DROUGHT 

Three major types of drought recognised namely. meteorological, Agricultural 

and hydrological, usually associated with environmental degradation. This classification 

is bascd on the di fferent used made of precipitating water by man . 

. lI feteoro l ogica l DrulIg!7t:- This is regarded as dryne ss due to lack of 

precipitation. Thi s infers 10 \ er than normal rainfall amount over J spec ifi ed period of 

time. This refers to the temporal cycles offnegative nuctuations flOm the mean annual 

precipitation ove r a!l area. Meteorological drought has been experi cncC'd in \Vcst 

Africa in the Sahcl Reg ion. It was the main cause of the Sahel ian drought of 1968-

1973 and that of 1982-1984. Metcorologists recognize two types of drought namely 

absolute and partial drought. 

An absolute drought is defied as a period of atleast 15 consecutive days, none 

of which is credited with 0.2mm or more of rainf,\ll, while partial drought is a period 

of atleast 29 consecutive days, the mean daily rainfall of which does not exceed 

0.2mm. 

Climatologists usually define drought in terms of rainfall departures from the 

long-term mean called the normal. Thus a drought is said to occur when the rain 

received in a year or season is I ,,"s than a specified percentage oflong term annual or 

seasonal average. Various percentage deviation from the mean are used to denote . 

diff<:rent intensities of drought. 
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Table 1: Climatic · cfinition of drought of various intensities. 

T) pes of Drought 

Slight Dl . ught 

Moderate drought 

Severe drought 

Disastrous drought 

% deviation from mertn 

11 - 250/0 

26 - 45% 

46 - 60% 

~ore than 600/0 

Agricultural Drought:- Refers to the shortage of water in the so il for plant 

growth, development and maturity. It normal rc ults from either late onset of rains r 

earlier than normal cessation dates of rain s (for season climate in West Africa). This 

results in shorter than usual length of rainy season. Agricultural drought is most 

marked in areas experiencing high seasonal ity of rainfall. These are areas withi n 

ontinental interi ors suc h as Northern Nigeria and other Sahel ian regions or \Vest 

Africa. The nil' planning strategy to combat such drought in those areas is to r:' vide 

a stand by in'igation facility. 
\ 

Thortwaite (1944) identi fied four types ofagricullural drought: 

1. Permanent Drought:- found in arid efl vironment \vhere in no season is 

precipitation enough to sati sfy the water needs of plant e.g. Sahara and 

Kalahari deserts. 

11. Seasonal drought occurs in areas with well ··defined wet and dry season 

e.g. Savanna and Sahelian zones of Nigeria. It is expected every year as 

a result of atmospheric circulation pattern. 

111. Contingent drought is due to rainfall variability. They occur anywhere 

but not in humid and sub-humid area. 
. \ 

IV. Invisible drought occurs any where but most common in moist region 

even where there is rain every year. Here rain does not meet the evr orative 

demand of the atmosphere. 

Hvdn l ogica/ Drought:- This is a period during which streamflow are inadequate 

to supply established uses under a given system of water management. This suggests 
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a deminition .in the amount of under ; round water which takes time to replenish. 
\ 

Hydrological drought relates to declining amount of surface ground water and hence 

lowering of water table as a result of prolong tapping of underground water by man, 

together with the additional effects of both meteorological and agricultural drought. 

Reduced infiltration due to compaction of soi ls at the surface by man and an imals, 

increa ed albedos at sur fa ce due to deforestat ion, and additional cases of 

meteorological droughts have resulted in the decreased volumes of underground water. 

This has resulted specifically to the now experienced water table lowering in Northern 

Nigeria, resulting in well deeping annually. 

CAUSES OF DROUGHT 

A direct cause of drought is lack of precipitation. Drought is intensified by 

high temperatures, strong wind, and low humidity, all of which increase the loss of 

moisture by evapotranspiration . Human interference by way of increased landuse, 

urbanisation, indu rr i ~dizati \)n, over cultivation. overgrazing, deforestation. als 

contribute to dr ug.ht. These landusc pract i es tend to increase runoff, decrease vi aJ 

soil moisture storage resulting in high temperatures, strong winds and :ow hunddity. 

A Iso several years or 'lbnonnal dry weather are usually accompnicd by above aver age 

. temperatures that accentuate the drought conditions. 

Drought continues to occur over many parts of the globe in varying degrees of 

severity and duration. In many regions, drought are rooted in global ocean- atmospheric 

circulat ion variations, some of which occur dramatical ly in association with EI Nino/ 

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) episodes. The warm episode of EN SO has been shown 

to be associated with droughts in many parts of the globe, notably Indonesia, southern 

Africa, Australia, and north-eastern Brazil. 

Drought is also caused by the shifting of normal cyclones (low-pressure storm 

system) tract across a region, leaving some areas in the regicn without their normal 

precipitation for protracted periods. The affected areas have the tendency to be 
\ 

dominated by high pressure system in which the air sinks and its warmed by 
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c mpression preventing condensation and precipitation. Another recognised cause 

of drought is abnormally low sea-surface temperatures. Low-sca-surfac > temperatures 

of the coast st< ~ ilizes the atmosphere so that the vertical air currents needed to produce 

appreciable precipitation are suppressed. 

EFFECTS OF DROUGHT 

Droughts result in the depletion and exhaustion of soil and shallow groundwater, 

and they may be capable of disrupting, even if temporarily, low resilience equilibrium 

in the natural ecosystem in the region. Drought administers shocks to the ecological 

systt..:m. During such ex tenued dry periods, the land is under increased Sll 'CSS from 

both man and his livestock and this may be severe enough to causes damage to the 

environment The precariou equilibrium of the plant communities is upset. This 

unprotected soils would yield greater immediate runoff and result in strong fluvial 

erosion with the return of the torrential rain st9rms. There is aLo high instabil ity of 

land use potential. 

Nat ions e, 'pceicnce consi dernble distress during drought occurrences. f\ bss 

tarvation famine and cessation of economic acti\'i ies particularly \vithin the developing 

world where economies are mainly tied to agriculture - are some of the advertisements 

of drought. Disasters caused by drought are also strongly affected by such di verse 

factors as poor agricultural practice, increase in population density and the country 

inability to provide alternative supplies of food, water and employment. 

CONTRO.L MEASURES 

In order to ameliorate drought impacts, it is necessary to ado))t appropriate 

land use and management as well as by various socio-economic means. Such measures 

include short term solutions (eg. emergency relief) and lcng term aspects sLlch as 

appropriate landuse and particular management practice as well as socio economic 

and political factors. Another major way of controlling drought is through long-tenn 
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climatological fi recasti .0 of rainfall situation. A rior knowledge of an impending 

drought situation is a useful tool for providing standby irrigation measures. 

4.1.4. SOIL E '~OSION 

Soil Erosion is a process whereby the surface layer of weathered roc IS 

loosened and caITied away by running water wind, ice or natural agent and lower 

horizon i the soil is exposed. Soil erosion occurs in several parts of Nigeri a under 

different geologic, climatic and soil conditions. But the degree of occurrence varies 

considerably from one part of the countly to the other. 

TYP ES AND CAUSES OF SOIL EROSION 

Basically therc are three types of erosion by water. They include: 

Surface Flow Erosion: \Vhich occurs when soils is removed with surface run of 

during heavy r('i n. 

Splash Erosion: - Occurs ',\'hen rain drop strike bare so il causi ' g i to splash as mud, 

to flow into spaces in the soil and to turn the uPRcr layer of so il into a struct urclesc:: 

compacted mass that dries with a had impermeable crust. 

Channelized FIOl\' Erosion:- Takes place when a mixture of water and soil cut a 

channel which is then deepened by further scouring. 

These types of erosion manifest in several different forms namely raindrop 

erosion, sheet erosion, rill erosion and gully erosion. 

Rain Drop or Splash Erosion:- This occurs from the impact of waterdrops directly 

on soil particles or on thin water surfaces. Raindrops strike bare soil with considerable 

impact and d~tach soil into the air. On level ground, the particles are redistributed · 
\ 

more or less uniformly in all directions, but on a slope is a net lranspol1 downslope. 
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~hee' Erosion:- This is the relative ly uniform removal of soil in a thin layers (Jiminar 

flow). Sheet erosion is d ifficult to detect except as the soil sur ce is lowered below 

. old soil mark on fences posts, tree roots and ~~posed or small pillars of soil capped 

by stones remain. 

Rill Erosion:- This is the removal of so il by water from small but well defined 

channels or streamlets when there is a concentration of overland flow. it occurs 

conventionally when these channels have become sufficiently large and stable to be 

readi ly seen. Tillage operation can eas ily remove rill erosion. 

Gull}' Erosion:- At some point on the slope, sufficient overland flow rna: accumulate 

to cause a small riverlet. It turbulence in the tlo\\ is strong enough to dislodge particles 

from the bed and banks of the channels, gully eros ion occurs (Channelized flow). 

Gullies cannot be obliterated by tillage . ThL is an advanced stage ofa rill 'rl sion as 

rill eros ion is an advanced stage of sheet erosion. 

So il el asion is caus --d by physical or human factors or a co.ltblllation of both. 

Physi ca l factors that leads to soil erosion include the following .: 

Nature and composition of the so il. 

The topography; slope of low land determine the soil erosion. 

Climate; desert - wind, South - water erqsion. 

Absence of vegetation cover Drought, Desertification, Deforestatio weakened 

& reliable to ensure . 

Human Factors are: 

Overcroppinglexcessive farming 

Mining activities 

Constructional works 

Clearance ofvegetationldeforestations 

Bush Burning. 
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Consequences of soil Erosion: 

In aln· st all cases, and no matt r the type of soil erosion in any given area, the 

consequences in term of what is relevant to soil conservation are two fol ; .general 

decrease in soil fertility (as a result of th ·.! action of sheet and/or wind erosion); and 

diminution of cultivable land as a result of the occurrence and expansion of gUllies. 

The letter consequence has wider implications which include di ~ ' placement crops 

(leads to migration and food sh0l1age) changes in the topography and hydrology of 

affected areas and disruption of roads (leads to water pollution) All these are serious 

social consequences of soil erosion which can be categorised under the following 

types: 

Loss of soil fertility 

Diminution of cultivable land 

Loss of property - home and farm crops 

Disruption of communication routes-roads, buildings, 6mm pIes. 

Wat r scarci ty and situation of Dams. 

Loss in finances. 

MEASURES OF SOIL EROSION CONTROL 

The need to arrest the wasteful trend in soil loss has been widely recognised 

and various soil conservation measures have been taken at various levels to deal with 

the problem. Two broad measures of control discussed are curative measures and 

preventive measure. 

On the curative side, the lines of action dep~nds on whether the type of erosion 

involved is gullying, sheet or wind erosion. On gullies the attempt has always been to 

prevent as much runoff as possible from reaching the gullies, as well a~ tablised the 

slope. A combination of afforestation, ridging, contour ploughing, buncling, the 

construction of side - drains to soak-away pits and usually been applied. On sheet 

erosion the emphasis is on reducing the extent ofbaresoi Is in any area and by planting 
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\ 
such areas to grasses, such as bahama grass and shrubs such as Acioa barteri as well 

as other local varieties. In the case wind erosion emphasis is again on limiting the 

extent of bare soils and providing wind br --aks (trees, shntbs etc) to check the process. 

On the preventive side, where the incidence of erosion is either not known or 

not yet seri.)Us, a number of measures are taken in addition to the above simple 

cura~ ive devic -s to check the inception of soil erosion. These other measure include 

limitation of the extent of forest degradation by evolving a system of cultivation 

which will always ensure that the ground surface is under effective cover of vegetation, 

controlling the extent and timing of bush bum\ng, adaptation of contour ploughing, 

introduction of inter and multiple cropping and effective use of cover crops, zoning 

and controll ing the use of pastures. Other control measure are en I ightenment programme 

and environmental education. 

4.2. POLLUTION 

Em'ironmental Pollurion:- \Vater, Air and Land Porl ut ion increasingly caused 

deterioration of environ ment, that it lacks the capacity to sustain some development 

processes. Industrial acti\'ities relating to production of chemicals, fertilizers, deliberate 

dumping of toxic wastes, land clearing, stream and river dredging, petroleum 

exploitation and a host of other activities carried out by man aimed at solving his 

economic and social problems, pollute the environment. Environmental Popttlation is 

therefore defined as impairment of the suitability of the environment for any of its 

beneficial uses, actual or potential by man's activities such as land utilization, building 

of industries, mineral mining, oil exploration and exploitation. 

The major types of environmental pollution include air pollution, water pollution 

and land pollution. 
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4.2 .. AIR POLLUTION 

Air Pollution is the pre~· ence in the atmosphere of substances to such an 

amount as detriment to human health, safety or w~lf[ re or as to interference with full 

use and enjoyment of his property. Although, every form of human activity tend to 

produce pollution, the primary sources of air pollution emission are the combustion 

offuels and various manufacturing processes, each of which include a wide range of 

activities. Natural processes also result in air pollution such as pollination, volcanic 

eruption, dust-storms, and forest fires. 

The air pollutants are either sllspend d particu late made up of small pa: ticks 

or the dustfall or settleable dust made up of large paI1icles. 

The major air pollutants are sU lphur oxides, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, 
\ 

hydrocarborns and photochemical oxidant. Sulphur dioxide causes rcspiratory 

diseases and destruction of forest through its damage to chlorophyll. The destruction 

of forest has a serious effects. Studies in Nigeri havc shown that dcsertificatiOi 

indu~ d dust pollution v"hich used to ue restricte to the drought prone northern 

par s is now a nation vvide health hazard during the months of November to March. 

Globally, the high concentration ofgrecn house gases continue to increase with 

yearly emission of6 million tons of C02 threatening climate change. The emissions of 

chloroflurocarbons (CFCs) continues to deplete the protective ozone layer at an 

alam1ing proportion. Flaring (burning) of untapp~d gas in the oil producino areas of 

Nigeria also releases among others. C02 into the atmosphere. This constitutes air 

pollution but ultimately resurfaces as terrestrial and aquatic pollutants termed acid 

rain. Buildings, vegetation. livestock and crops are damaged by acid rain. It also 

causes loss of sources of livelihood and human illness. 

Carbon monoxide is a coloulless, odouriess and lethal gas produced by the 

incomplete combustion of carbonaceous material, especially petrol-powered motor 

vehicl .' which emit about 80% of the total gas production. Insuatrial processes such 
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as paper and iron manufacture also contribute carbon monoxide is breathed in for 
\ 

. several hours, the oxygen carrying "apacity ofth human b· dy is decreased . 

. n summary the causes of air poll Ition inch ',je: 

Industrial waste and fumes 

Exhaust fumes from vehicles aeroplane ' 

Fumes from mineral works 

Poor refuse disposa l 

Nuclear waste 

Fumes from explosion of bombs and other dangerous war weapons 

Artificial cloud seedling 

Emission of smoke to the atmosphere 

Dust storms from desert/harmattan 

Volcanic eruptions. 

Emission fro 11 power station 

Usc ofpesticid s/chemical 

Emission from burning-gas 

Flaring, bush burning, smoking dc. 

Emission from decaying materials 

The effect of air pollution are: 

. Increase or decrease in temperature 

Climatic variation 

Destruction of the ozone layer 

Effect on the carbon cycle 

Health hazard/ lung disease, skin cancer, eye irrigation etc. 

Cause smog 

Acid rail effect 

Accidents as a result of poor visibility 
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Affect plant growth and aquatic life 

A fTect the economy 

Ways of controlling air pollution include: 

Government legislative/enforcement 

Education on waste disposal 

Monitoring of air pollution 

International cooperation and control 

Improved technology ego waste recycling. 

\VATER POLLU' ION: 

Water pollution is any impairment of water \·...,hich lessens its usefulness for 

beneficial purposes, or anything the public does not li b .: or that which is gett ing 

worse. \Vatcr is polluted ifit is not ofsuffic icnt l~ high qlJality to be suitable for the 

highest use people wish to make of it at present or in the future. 

eau cs of \\later Pollution 

ynthctic organic compounds in the fo rm of induct ria l household and agri\:ultural 

chemicals, as well as water treatment chemicals added deliberately and the 

product formed by the reaction of these \vith other contaminants. 

Oxygen-demandinb wastes (organic compounds contained in sewage and some 

industrial effluent) who biological and chemical degradation deplates dissolved 

oxygen. 

Inorganic compounds and mineral substance, including acids, minerals fibres 

such as asbestos and heavy metals discharged directly into water by certain 

mining and industrial operations. 

Thermal discharges ifom power plants and certain industrial facilities. 

Plant nutrients, such a ~ nitrogen and phosphorus, from savag~ and agricultural 

runoff. 

Radio-active substances from toxic waste dump and industrial operations. 
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isease-causing organisms such as parasites, bacteria and viruses added to 

water bodies through raw or partially treated sewage and faecal matter. 

sediment from erosion caused by agriculture, construction and natural disasters. 

Oil spi Is through sabotage, oil well blowout, corrosion and rupture of oil pipelines 

and hose failure. 

Utilisation of same water source by man and beast. 

Disch ' rge of effluent from ship at harbours. 

The effects of water pollution are that impure cbntaminated water has been a leading 

cause of fatal diseases in human. \Vater borne diseases such as cholera, typhoid 

fever, dysentery and infections, hepatitis are common. Polluted water has direct impact 

on health in the form of bacterial or viral diseases, production of cancer, genetic 

d~fects and birth defects, varieties of acute and chronic toxicity in humans. \Vater 

pollution affects ecosystems through which an impact on human beings may 

subsequently be felt. Household detcrgents that contain phosphates may tlO\·\'in f!, to 

oligotrophic lakes and lead to eutrophicat ion of the water bodies. Consequently, 

there will be an ovcrgrowth of algae and a rapid del rieration ofwater quality. Sediments 

resulting from farming, construction and mining operatio IS interfere with spavming of 

fish by covering gravel beds and cause direct damage to gill structures. 

The acute effects of oil on birds, fish and micro-organisms are reasonably well 

catalogued. The formation of a film of oil in water bodies effectively prevent natural 

aeration, leading to the death of organisms strapped below. Fish may ingest spilled oi l 

directly or indirectly, becoming unpalatab le or even poisonous. Other than the direct 

effect of toxic materials such as heavy metals and refractory organise (man-made) 

organic materials such as pesticides, DDT, which decomposed very slowly in the 

environment) the most serious effect of pollution is the depletion of dissolved free 

oxygen. All higher forms of aquatic life exist ~nly in the presence of oxygen. Under 

anaerobic conditions, aquatic org,unisms die and aerobi':-; microbiological processes 

are retarded, ifat all they occur, other effects of water pollution are lack of fresh water 
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for domestic use, inadequate water for industrial use, loss of man hour in search for 

water unemployment among fishermen and possi~le migration. 

Control ofwater pollution includes among others: 

Legislation 

Enlightenment on dangers of water pollution 

Disc urage the use of chemicals for fishing 

Monitoring ofshipping, pipelines and chemicals 

Chemical dischrge control 

Building of public utilities for the public 

Erosion control 

Pipe borne water 

Treatment of industrial wastes. 

POLLUTION PREVENTION STRATEGIE AND CONTROL MEASU RES: 

1) Environmental Education and AWClreness: - Can be utili.::ed as :1n effective 

mean of creati ng an awareness of pollution and its accompanying evils. This 3'vvarcness 

is through the education of oLlr children from primary school to krtirtry leve l. The 

public should be informed of the danger of the continuous pollution of the ebvironment. 

This could be through the news media and public enlightenment agencies. 

Envir nmental Education should be incorporated in the mass-literacy campaign 

programmes of the government. 

2) Enforcement o[National Guidelines and Standards:- Although the Federal 

Environmental Protection Agency (FEPA) has attempted to fOlmuiate national guidelines 

and standards on environmental pollution and natural resources conservation; t '"' 

problem seems to be that of inadequate monitoring and strict enforcement. Besides 

the provision of apprropriate national guidelines and standards on environmentdi 

pollution, po~icies aimed at addressing the issue of environmental and economic 

development mUSl consider such issues as: 
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Effective resources pricing instrumer.t for resource conservation and nature 

protection. 

Appropl iate instntments and techniques for environmental damage costing 

especially one that considers damage to the value of natural sceneries and 

ecosystems. 

Economic incentives and dis incent ives for natural resources conservation and 

environmental management. 

National resources accounting and auditing especially one that consider damage 

done to the environment. 

3) Environmental impact assessment (EIA): An EIA is a process or study in 

which the potential physica l, biological, economic and social impact of a proposed 

developmcnt on the immediate or more di stant en vironment are identified, allalysed 

and predictcd. EIA aims at studying the effccts of a proposed action on the quality 

which would emanate from the proposed action, tinding ways of minimizing 
\ 

unaccl..ptable impacts and providing options in design, <::itting and operation of the 

pr posed dcvclopment. 

4) Waste A1anagcment:- Waste minimisation approach or W.lstc treatmen ' are 

practicable option to thc ideal zero-waste option. Industries should assess their 

processes in order to minimise or eliminate waste and should undert.tke proper waste 

analysis at the design state. Waste recycling, treatment through chemical or biological 

d"gr.Jdation, incineration, landfill and composting also help in waste minimisation for 

effective waste management, the domestic householder should be encouraged to sort 
\ 

waste at source Garbage disposal should be paid for and the charges should depend 

on the amount of waste to be disposed. 

5) Biotechnology treatment of industrialll'gst · water: Waste water treatment 

systems are designed to alleviate adverse effects on the environment by removing 

organic matter to reduce the biochemical oxygen demand (COD); both suspended 
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matter and 'toxic materials should be removed. Conventiona biolog' cal system such 

as trickling filters and activated sludge system have been applied to the biotreatmcnt 

of toxic industrial waste effluent. Bacteria have been genetically n-',mipulated to possess 

enhanced ability in degrading pollutant. 

LAND POLLUTION: 

Land pollution is cU "lsed mainly by solid wastes and chemicals dumped on 

land. Solid waste comprise of domestic refuse, commercial and industrial waste. The 
\ 

comp nents of refuse are gJrbage, the food waste, rubbish, which include glass, tin, 

paper and everthing else that people no longer want. Construction rubble, street 

sweepings and abandoned vehicles are also wastes that polluted land. 

The junked car problem and indiscriminate disposal of llsed pol ·,·tene bJgs 

deserve speciJI comment and sympath,.l for municipal authorities in . igeria. Wastes 

from nitrogen fcrtil i 'cr factories because alteration in the dynamic equilibrium c· fthe 

soil , leading to chan , e in the composition of macro and micro-orgal iisms add soil 

biochemistry. Damage can occur to the vegetation and to the water ahle if there is 

extensi c percolation. 

Textile and oil industries also contribute heavy metals to the environment. 

Pollution ofland by the oil industry is attributable to oil spills emanating mainly from 

oil well blow out,rupture of oil pipelines and sabotage. Deliberate disposal of oil 

waste and used lubricating oil on land also pollute land. During exploration for oil, the 

landscape is very considerably disturbed through path construction, trampling and 

vehicular movement. Oil spills and the use of explosives during seismic survey in oil 

exploration is a serious environmental hazard. Fish and some other forms of aquatic 

life on which many riverrine and coastal villagers depend are sometimes exterminated. 
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CHA TERFIVE 

f\.O UMMARY, CONCLU. 'ION AND I}ECOMMENDATION 

From the foregoing, it has be Ii established from my research work, that bush-

. burning is a global environmental problem through that rate varies, from regions and 

major causes of bush-burning in Ibeto can be mostly attributed to local hundting, lack 

of environmental conservation awareness. Lack of proper education of the popalace, 

the citi zenry burning per-se is not bad that it is the appropriate timing, which is needed 

to achieve ecological balance. 

At this juncture, I wish to re-emphaisze the forest policy, which has it's main 

thrust, to achieve self-sufficiency in all aspects of forestry through sustainable 
\ 

development programmes. Also one of the policy objecti ves is to conserve and protect 

the em'ironment from indescrimate fires, overgrazing, hunting, Jogging and illegal 

encroJchment. Therefor it is apparent that the forest policy toclk cognisance i,f the 

:Cl iousness and the adverse implications of uncontro lled bush-burning. As laudable 

as the policy is, strateg ies for achieving the po licy objec tives ha v!:! never been 

implcmenled and this no doubt has contributed to the mirage at our environmental 

problem. 

Specifically speaking, uncontrolled bush burning has given rise to the following 

envirorunental consequences. 

Loss oflives, properties and settlements particularly the rural areas. 

Loss of biodiversity (Flora and Fauna) and the ecosystem, their value to our 

lives as medicine, food, protein source e.t.c. 

Reduces soil fertility for agricultural output as it burns the ~ oil, litters humus 

layers and the microbes. 

Leads to soil erosion, deforestation, desertificatiC n, drought ane: pollution, 

wild fires and uncontrolled bush-burning leave soil bare and exposed to agents 

of erosion. 
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If ne looks back through the memory line, especially· uring the Colonial ew, 

one find-out that forest resen es were created with strict regulatio'n for access and 

provisions to prosecute offenders, during the C~lonial era, one recalls vividly that 

people who indiscriminately set bush on fire were prosecuted and this was avoided. 

Today the story is different. Would one be fair to say therefore that the colonist had 

greater love for nation than the present generation? we necd to exhibit sonh. higher 

responsibility to provide a health and condusive living environment to it's citizenry, 

the populace has a greater responsibility in ensuring that our environment is properly 

managed. Govcrnment effo rt in thc pas t, is chccking bush burn ing has failed because 

there arc:-

no legal instrument to back this even if available, enforcement was non-t xi tent. 

lac' 01 conc rn from top government offidal or its agents. 

Bush-burning is known to be an environmenta l degradation as earlier di scussed 

in the previous chaptes, thcrefore, for the problem to be brought under bettcr 

management, the following measures has to be observed to check future uncontrolled 

and / or regulated bush burning. 

Public enlightenement:- All tiers of government, traditional and religious leaders 

would be encouraged to sensitize their subjects on the consequencies of bush burning. 

Bush burning ofnecessity would be encouraged to be under taken immediately (pre

. determine period) at the end of rainy season. In ad~iti on, wards and village heads will 

be charged with the responsibility to apprehend late bush-burning offenders. 

Reward System:- As a means to encourage conservation consciousness 

throughout the country; conside ration is been made for fiIlancial incentives to 

communities and or Local Governments that are declared bush fire free every year 

. especially those areas. 
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Identified as bush fire prone. 

Community fire committee ': the Federal and States Ministry of Environment 

would be encourage through the Local Government formation of Comm nity Fire 

Committees for Fire prevention and control. In addition, government will identify 

active community based organisations (CBO's) and non-governmental organisations 

ING ,'s) to be partners in the fight against this ecological problcm,joint government 

and community eff0l1s would be encouraged. 

Bush-Burning Legislalion:- Many States has no laws against indiscriminate 

bush burning, where the laws exist, enforcement is somewhat difficult. The forestry 

Act 1958 and forestry law 1978 ofOyo State for ~xample are still relevant. Government 

will encourage States to revisits those laws and invoke it 's full penalty on offenders. 

Trail1ing:- In recognition of the need to sensitize the public on bush burning,ellc)I1 

would be macle to pro\'idc at Local Go\Trnmcnt and Community leve l on bush fire 

pr 'ention and control. State Government are urged to establ ish u:iits for education 

and awar ness in their rvlinistries ofEnvironme!1ts , 

Warllll1g . ','s!em:- It i~ <.I lso important thdt in development t f fire pr"vcntion 

and control strategics adequate information '.\ mIld need to be collected. Towards 

this end, the authority concern has to put in piae - an early warning system to determine 

threat of fires well in advance. This would prpvide bases to put in place effective 

control measures. In additions as pal1 of effort to be made towards preventing and 

controlling bush fires, proper records will hencttorth be maintained on the frequency, 

timing, extent of damage and location of bush fires through out the country. This 

would gu~de in strategically locating fire-fighting facilities. 

It is my fervent and candid hope that the realistic solution proffered and 

pradticable recommendations will be given a trial for an achievable, ustainable 

development and proper harnessing of the natural resources ofl1::-eto and it's environs 

for the future and present generations. 
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APPENDIX 

IMPACT ASSESMENT OF BusH-BURNING ON THE 
ENVIRONMENT (A CASE STUDY OF IBETO IN 

MAGA MA LOCAL GOVE RNIYIENT AREA) 

Instruction:- Be honest ano s incer in answcri ng thc questions ~1I1O I assure you 

that anyimformation given to mc wi II be LI SCO for thc s implc purpose of thi sproject. 

Also your personal information wi ll be treated confi dently. 

PERSONAL DATA 

1. 

2. 

3. 

~ame---------------------- -- ---- - -- - -----~-----------------------------------------

Occu pa ti 0 n -------------------------------------------------------------------------

A!Se------------------------------- ·---------------------------------------------------

4. Sex ------------------------------ ---.-----.--. ---------- --------------------------------

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. Do you engage yourselfin any agricultural activity? 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 

2. What clearin!S method doyou use? 

(a) Mechanical (b) Manual (c) Bush-Burning 

3. Do you clear forestl and for fnrming, 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) ~ o ( 

4. How many hectres of land d0 you (, l!1tivatc or put into use? 

(a) Less than three (b ) M J rt: tl ~1" three but lessthan fi ve 

(c) More than five but les thar. tt: ll. 
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'hat grazing method are YOll using for feeding your animals? 

(a) Zero graz: ng (b) Free Grazing ( c ) Semi grazing 

6. Do you normally burn the bush for one reason or the other? 

.. ) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 
\ 

7. What is your source of domestic energy at home? 

(a) Gas (b) Fuelwood (c) Kerosine (d) Electricity 

8. Do you buy fuel-wood? 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 

9. Are you aware that your activities on Bush-Burning on land have negative 

consequences? 
\ 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) 10 ( ) 

10. Does your community have any atTestation project'? 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 

II. How many trees do you plant monthly? 

(a) One (b) Two (c) NiU 

l2. Do you burn down trees with preference? 
\ 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 

13. Are you aware of any campaign against indiscriminate burning of bush? 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 



14. 0 YOll s t- Ire in he bush so as 0 extract honey and for medicinal purpo::;es? 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 

15. Were you taught environmental education in YOllr school? 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 

16. Do you know Bush-Burning can lead to desertification and soil infertility. 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 

17. Do you apply any management practice in order to replenish soil fertility? 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 

18. What type of agricultural activity do you engage yourseJ fin? 

(a) Yes ( ) (b) No ( ) 

19. \Vhat type of crops do you cultivate? 

(a) Arable Crops (b) Personal Crops (c) Orchards 

20. V\ hat can YOll say about the cause of erosion in Ibeto? 

(a) Nature (b) Deforestation (c) Heavy Machinery'S 


